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CEDRO AT THE
LEBANESE ARMED
FORCE'S STRATEGIC
RESEARCH AND
STUDIES CENTER

ENERGY 300 COMPETITION
The EU-funded UNDP CEDRO project is launching the “Energy
300” Competition to produce an awareness video on renewable
energy open to all Lebanese Universities to create/write a short
story or mood board for a video. It is hoped the video will raise
awareness on renewable energy while highlighting its importance
in tackling the Lebanese energy sector and reducing greenhouse
gas emissions. The message should target renewable energy –
and in particular simple practices that can easily and effortlessly
be adopted. Easy, memorable, and few messages that spring to
mind quickly, inspired by small gentle elements that could serve
as visual cues or descriptions should be featured. The winner’s
story/mood board will be produced by CEDRO and shown on
various media channels (TV and internet).

The EU-funded UNDP CEDRO project
presented its work at the Lebanese Armed
Forces’s Strategic Research and Studies
Center workshop on March 22nd 2016.
Several key stakeholders from the public and
private sectors, civic society and nongovernmental institutions were present,
giving an outlook on the foreseeable future of
the Lebanese energy system. One of the key
official ‘recommendation’ that will officially be
publicized by the Lebanese Army’s media
portals that emanated from this workshop is
the request to fully support the ongoing
CEDRO led study “The Lebanese Army
Energy Sustainability Strategy".

WORK STARTED AT
LIBANLAIT
Following the competitive bidding process,
Phoenix was awarded the implementation of
a 214 KWp PV-diesel hybrid system at
Libanlait in the Bekaa. Installation of the
system on the farm side of the facility started
early this year and is expected to be
completed by end of April. The project cobenefit will be providing vital extra insulation
for the farm shed while producing green
energy.
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Energy

Energy demands and renewable energy resources
in the Middle East

UNDP
The UNDP is seeking the provision of professional services for the performance and preparation of a De-risking
Renewable Energy Investment (DREI) analysis and report

UNDP
The UNDP is looking for a National Consultant to support in the preparation of a de-risking analysis and report for wind
and solar photovoltaic technologies in Lebanon

UNDP
The UNDP is looking for the provision of Professional Services to conduct a survey and assessment of the implications
on electricity in Lebanon from the current Syrian Crisis and the prioritization of interventions

Energy Policy
The dynamics of energy policy in Lebanon when
research, politics, and policy fail to intersect

UNHCR
The UNHCR offers an Internships for International Applicants In Geneva 2016

IRENA
REmap: Roadmap for A Renewable Energy Future,
2016 Edition

UNFPA
The UNFPA Internship Program In USA 2016
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